U100: An Innovative USERN Platform for Education and Research Without Borders
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"Two heads are better than one," or "too many cooks spoil the broth"! This is the old dispute of two doctrines in scientific production. Two schools that have each addressed a countless number of questions in the history of science: the collaborators and the solos. Here in the Universal Scientific Education and Research Network (USERN), we relate to the former school, introducing the "U100", a collaborative
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platform for research among at least 100 scientific centers around the globe (Figure 1).

Scientists can contribute to building the future by educating talented youngsters, which is made possible by networking the major role players. Modern education defends the figure of the teacher as a facilitator of the learning process. Learning should, therefore, be the result of a collaborative process between teachers and students. So must behave research too: turn into a collaborative process to build knowledge, covering all fields of cooperation, erasing borders. Collaborative research is a growing trend with outstanding merits and can entail any research-related activity, from sharing skills, techniques, and knowledge, to exchange programs and cooperative projects. Collaborative research provides us with access to unique study populations and facilities and means to publish multi-center and multi-national papers that are proved to reach higher cite scores and impact (1,2). Last but not least, learning about different nationalities, and the way they solve common problems can be a source for the formation of novel ideas, an opportunity offered only through international interactions (3).

Despite the considerable advantages of multi-national collaborative endeavors in science, there remain several challenges to tackle. To begin with, many institutions do not have the required framework to foster these collaborations (4). There might be significant challenges in establishing clear and effective communication between collaborators, and the outpouring amount of data and ideas might confuse the responsible side to integrate the results and write the final paper/report. These confusions usually result in a collaborative project taking longer than a non-collaborative one (5). These shortages, along with the compelling need for cooperative scientific projects, highlight the need for an organization to identify, assess, and allocate research resources and facilitate communications that result in multi-national and multi-center research initiatives.

USERN was established on January 1st, 2016, to promote professional, scientific research, and education worldwide (6-9). USERN is honored to have over 10,000 members from all five continents with thirteen Nobel and two Abel laureates and more than 350 world top 1% scientists as Advisory Board members (10). USERN members are involved in more than 80 active research interest groups, and the numbers are still counting.

After four years of active scientific diplomacy and establishment of more than 50 USERN Offices and 60 USERN Memorandums of Agreement (MOU), USERN announces the inauguration of “U100”, an innovative platform for scientific exchange, education and Research activities without border across the globe. U100 is USERN’s next step towards the goal of making sciences borderless, this time tackling the border between countries and between academia. U100 marks the collaborative network of at least one-hundred universities and institutes from thirty-five countries under the brand name of USERN. Members of U100 have agreed on expanding collaborations in scientific programs, exchanges, and training of young researchers, sharing the best-practice, and co-organizing meetings, workshops, and expert committees, based upon mutual interests and benefits. U100 members are universities and institutes working in all fields of science, including formal, physical, chemical, biological, medical, and social sciences.

U100 envisions an outstanding environment for reciprocal scientific exchange all around the world by removing the borders between countries and disciplines and focusing on junior scientists in collaborative activities. It is U100's mission to (1) ease the communication between different institutions, (2) support voluntary collaborative projects between members, (3) promote international collaborative projects, (4) advocate benefits for all collaborative members, and (5) raise awareness of the importance of international collaborations.
Figure 1. The map of Universal Scientific Education and Research Network (USERN).
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